
IN THE BEGINNING THERE WERE STARS

What Would Love Do Now is a social 
funding platform that supports out-
of-the-box and into-the-future 
innovations, with the primary focus of 
bringing balance back to Planet Earth 
and ALL its people without prejudism or 
borders.

What Would Love Do Now is a re-imagined Charity model, with 
a lean grass-roots corporate structure. It rejects the current 
legal model which allocates only 10% of all funds generated to 
the cause and 90% to administration. And seeks to committ 
over 90% to the long term preventative solutions generated 
out of any crisis scenario. We fundraise for change. Change that 
has the power, innovation and community support to prevent 
the crisis re-occuring in the future. And in doing so bring back 
broad sustainability for families, communities and environments 
everywhere.



We currently live on a planet that if you don’t have 
money you die. And thus humanity, our animal 
kingdom and our environment are imprisoned. 
The vice holding that imprisonment steadfast is 
financial.

WHAT WOULD LOVE DO NOW

What Would Love Do Now Community Gardens: 
the development of sustainable community gardens  - 
focusing on local food security, regnerating the soil and 
community development. This program will be tailored 
to individual communities and rolled out across regional 
Australia. 

We will be considered a charity, a 
philanthropist organisation, a non-for-
profit, social funding, social impact 
organisation, a cooperative, a donor, a 
community service, a cause, a goodwill 
organisation, investors, patrons and 
volunteers. We are a global charity and we 
are starting in Australia.

What we do not fund. Anything 
that does not adequately address the 
question what would love do now.

Just Give A Fifty Mate: 
#sustainthefarmer #seedthecommunity #growthefuture 
#justgiveafiftymate FB | INSTAGRAM | TWITTER
our first social fundraising campaign for immediate support 
for Farmers in the Australian DROUGHT crisis. We are 
aiming to bring our Farmers, their Families and their 
Communties out of this drought better than when they 
went in.  The Drought crisis is an issue close to our hearts- as 
our organisation resides in regional NSW - the epicenter for 
this emergency.  It is our local communities and townships 
that are currently the ones most affected by the drought. 
We are beginning with an avenue where organisations 
and individuals can apply for and receive funding. We 
are aiming for preventative solutions that draw on the 
agricultural innovations tired and tested by Australia’s 
leading Farmers for Sustainability and Carbon Renewal. 
Just Give A Fifty Mate aims for 1million Australian to give a 
$50 for immediate and longterm preventative relief. Aiming 
to solve the drought crisis permanetly.Community OpShops: providing a permanent long 

term fundraising platform for communities to generate 
future sources of income. Providing urban renewal to 
main streets in decline. Providing a sustainable social 
hub and much loved tourist attraction. To support the 
environment with recycling & reusing product. 

Free Our Farmers: Our farmers in Australia and around 
the world are imprisoned by debt and declining soil 
health. Our initial pilot project is to focus on putting 
billions of tonnes of carbon back into the soil. In doing 
so we strongly aim to free farmers from debt and a 
monoploy on monoculture food production and heal the soil.

The Dream Catchers: employing our travelling retired, 
nomadic and grey nomad communities to connect 
with smaller localised grassroots solutions effecting rural 
and inland communities. Utilising caravan communities, 
travelling broadly throughout Australia - to identify and 
find organisations and individuals who need only small 
funding to achieve big results within their backyards. 

2018
PILOT PROGRAMMES

Marine life  Oceans  Reefs  Fishing 
Pollution  Whaling  Corporate Water 
Greed  Drinking Water  Water 
Reserves All Creative Arts  Music  Film 
FLASH MOBS Literature  Language  
Schools  Academia  Research  Science  
Policy Advocacy  Prison  Community 
Development Agriculture
Farming  Food Sovereignty  Seeds 
Carbon  Soil  Livestock  Distribution    
Farmers Debt  Spirituality
Supporting UNITY Consciousness 
Healing Modalities  Human nature 
and the future  Children  Innocence  
Child Abuse  Paedophilia  Slavery         
Family   Orphans   Housing  Advocacy 
Ease  Health and Wellbeing  Mental 
Health  Suicide  Research  Advocacy
POSITIVE TV  Documentaries              
Internet  Social Media  All Community 
Channels  Positive Print  Broadcasting 
Flowers  Gardening  Backyard         
Sustainability   Food Security  Earth 
Building  Eco Sustainability  Environ-
mental Solutions  Trees  Education
Ecology  Wildlife Conservation Bees
Habitats  Natural  Resources  Animal    
Welfare  Nature Reserves  Pollution 
Liberty  Freedom Sovereignty 
Justice  Natural  Laws  Advocacy  

Legal Support  Policy  Women            
ELDERLY GLBTQI  Refugees  Housing
Homelessness  Discrimination
Humanitarian Support  Natural             
Disasters  Crisis  Management  Employ-
ment  Medical  FREE ENERGY 
Dolphins  Pleas For Help  Prejudism

WHAT WE WILL FUND

ACCOUNTANT | HELEN JAGO
ARTIST | KELLY JONES
FARMER | MIKE MCCOSKER

CONTACT | 0498226333
www.whatwouldlovedonow.org.au

What Would Love Do Now is an unprecedented fundraising platform 
that is focused on relieving the funding crisis experienced by the solution 
givers throughout the world. The vast majority of organisations & individuals 
attempting to resolve the myriad of problems facing us are unable to 
effectively solve  the problem because they do not have the funds to provide 
the solutions. Solutions that millions of masterful minds have specialised in 
researching, developing and implementing only to be blocked by a global 
orientation of service-to-self influences.

What Would Love Do Now intends to rebalance this polarity by funding 
broadly- all those working towards solutions with a service-to-others 
orientation. Our Charity has been the result of much planning over this lifetime. 
It is an ongoing platform and will increase exponentially with currently no 
end. 

We are based in Rural Australia and are currently focused firmly on the 
DROUGHT emergency our region is experiencing. It is our intention to co-
ordinate this movement by IMPLEMENTING long term preventative 
measures that will not disappear when the publics attention is off this crisis.

It is painfully obvious that there is much to be done across the planet to 
correct and resolve human suffering.  It is painfully obvious that there is 
much to be done across the planet to correct and resolve environmental 
suffering. It is painfully obvious that there is much to be done across the 
planet to correct and resolve children suffering. It is painfully obvious 
that there is much to be done across the planet to correct and resolve the 
animal kingdom suffering. It is painfully obvious that there is much 
to be done across the planet to correct and resolve ALL LIVING BEINGS 
FROM SUFFERING.

Our Charity does not adhere to a religion nor politics, nor borders, nor 
discrimination, nor suffering to any living being. We operate 100% with a 
service-to-others polarity. We have no intention of being a charity that spends 
excessive amounts of funds on administration. Rather we are successful at 
meeting our mandate when we have coherently resolved the issues. We intend 
to serve all living beings until the orientation on Planet Earth is that of freedom, 
sovereignty and liberty for all. 

What Would Love do Now operates with a longview to the future 
of humanity and planet earth. Solutions that not only resolve our immediate 
current crisis but also move towards defining and honourably placing our 
intentions as a collective body. A view that plans ahead not for war but for 
peace. Not for division but for unity.


